The optiCOLORvision Glasses as
"windows of the soul"

optiCOLORvision Glasses

Nearly 80 percent of all impressions reach our brain
via the eyes. Today, we know that this much is true –
the eye is not there merely to see! It is an important
"outpost" of our health. The eye primarily perceives
light and colour. Light and colour are vibrations with
various properties, meaning frequencies. The eye
receives these, converts the frequencies into
electromagnetic impulses, selects and sorts them,
then forwards them to the brain.

Quality Features:

The high-quality colored lenses of the optiCOLORvision
Glasses can have effects that are beneficial to the
health, in the case of emotional and physical illnesses
and stress.
The harmonious stimulation of viewing colours has
long been used with great success in psychology and
in psychotherapy. You have the opportunity to take
advantage of these experiences, and you have the
freedom to self-sufficiently contribute to your wellbeing and your health, e.g. when you are hiking,
playing sports, when relaxing and going to sleep,
when you have allergies and headaches: …simply
whenever it does you good.
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esogetics

In 7 different colours
Highly saturated colour-filter lenses
For personal use and therapeutic application
Comfortable fit
Also suitable for children
Fashionable – comfortable – light
Highly resistant against scratches and
shatterproof
Colour filters of the highest quality
UV400 Filter
CE 89/686/CEE, Pr-En-1836: 2005
Recommended by the International
Mandel Institute

esogetics
For further information on our products and
seminars please contact:
esogetics GmbH – International
D-76646 Bruchsal • Hildastraße 8
Tel. +49 (0) 7251–8001-0 • Fax +49 (0) 7251–8001-55
info-de@esogetics.com
www.esogetics.com

The 100% UV400 filter also makes them excellently
suitable for use as sunglasses.

esogetics GmbH – Niederlassung Schweiz
CH-6003 Luzern • Hirschmattstr. 16

Warning:
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The optiCOLOR
Glasses may not be worn in road
traffic or when operating a machine; only the colour
yellow is permitted for this.
vision

www.esogetics.com

High-quality colored lenses
as "windows of the soul"

Looking through the red optiCOLORvision Glasses

from vegetative restlessness react excellently to the blue

long as possible. The violet glasses also help to intensify

colour. Pressures on the stomach and cramps in the neck and

or to become tuned to meditation. Violet conveys inner

Red creates a feeling of excitement, of intensity and of

spine may disappear. We are filled with a feeling of deep

strength, intuition and inspiration.

exhilaration. Red makes us active and passionate. Slow and

relaxation.

Looking through the turquoise optiCOLORvision Glasses

sluggish children should – in particular before doing schoolwork – look at the colour red. Looking through the red glasses,

Looking through the green optiCOLOR

vision

Glasses
Up until now, the effects of this colour had not been re-

you will immerse your surroundings into an active light,
making you feel like doing or accomplishing something. If you

Looking

Glasses

searched. It was first introduced by Esogetic medicine as a

use the red optiCOLORvision Glasses for an extended period of

immediately enhances your capacity to concentrate. Your

therapy colour and designated as a "lift to the deep con-

time, over weeks or months, this will intensify your will and

surroundings appear in a special atmosphere. Green light

sciousness". Looking through the turquoise optiCOLORvision

your incentive to become physically active, to do sports and

calms and relaxes us in a special way. Unlike the deep,

Glasses stimulates a very specific emotional reverie. One re-

to be ready for a contest.

Looking through the yellow optiCOLOR

vision

Glasses

through

the

green

optiCOLORvision

soothing sleepiness that we experience with the blue colour,

calls occurrences from the past that had long been locked

green gives us a feeling of relaxation that removes our

away from consciousness. They are often the key to present

everyday worries, thereby enabling us to gain relaxed

conflicts. If these memories are dealt with, this also gene-

concentration.

rally indicates the solution of the resulting conflict. The tur-

When we are confronted with the colour yellow, we experience
a feeling of brightness and openness. In particular on gloomy,

quoise optiCOLORvision Glasses demonstrate particular

Looking through the orange optiCOLORvision Glasses

rainy days, our surroundings immediately appear friendlier.
We get the impression that all the other colours in nature

effectiveness in the case of allergic reactions, such as hay
fever.

Test subjects react strongly and intuitively to this colour. The

vision

become richer, when viewed through the yellow optiCOLOR

optimism brought about by orange, and the resulting

Glasses. We are filled with a sense of lightness and serenity,

enjoyment of life, blows weariness and listlessness away and

and the urge to become intellectually active becomes stronger.

automatically increases an individual's ambition. The rhythm

Therefore, the yellow optiCOLORvision Glasses are especially

between waking and sleeping can be improved with the

suited for stimulating the learning aptitude. Dissatisfied indi-

orange colour. The cheerfulness experienced by looking

viduals soon change their facial expressions, after looking

through the orange glasses allows you to see your everyday

through the optiCOLORvision Glasses. Yellow is one of the most

worries from a different angle. Orange is a blessing for the

important colours in this world, since it strengthens the

mind.

…also available are:

OPTICOLORPC/TV Glasses
There are also special PC/TV glasses from the optiCOLOR

nervous system for intellectual composure and knowledge.

Looking through the violet optiCOLOR

vision

Glasses

Looking through the blue optiCOLORvision Glasses

series called optiCOLORPC/TV Glasses. They provide reliable
special color-filter protection against excessive blue-light

No other colour is able to create a new world for the observer

radiation screens, fluorescent lamps, white-light LED and

The colour blue visually conveys a feeling of repose, silence

in the same way that violet does. At first it is an unreal world,

energy-saving lamps, and they are therefore particularly

and restraint. Exposed to the influence of blue for an

in which all the colours of one’s natural surroundings are

suited for watching television and for PC work in the office.

extended length of time, we feel satisfaction, peace and

suddenly subjected to a different, new reality. The observer

This takes the burden off your eyes and increases your
sense of well-being.

contentment. Other effects include relaxation of the body and

feels that images from the depths of his own soul are surging

the creation of inner peace, as well as a readiness to sleep.

towards the surface. Everyone who has used the violet

Individuals suffering from headaches caused by tension or

glasses wanted to be exposed to this new condition for as

For details visit:

www.esogetics.com

